TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS  #349

CENTER N\%6 C.N.E.
\%16 COR. 3 T 2S R 9 W., WM.

HISTORICAL:
MAP B-301 WE Anderson 1952 Subdivision
F-9-2
Book 5 Page 102 (witness corner)

CONDITION

FOUND: WC — 1\%2 Cap on 1” IP (sound rod)

Good
Fd witness cor in east–west, south fence intersect
Good
Fd W.Cor B.T. 80” spar
Good
Fd. Power Pole No. 38 (W.C. Bearing Object) A hub tack

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS
CORNER CEMENTED 1971

1 SET
2” Iron Pipe with Brass Cap located South edge oil.

*96” Hat Section S. W. 8’

NEW ACCESSORY:
*20” Spruce Bear S 16° W. 72 18
Power Pole D20-58 S83E 130 22 * A Finish nail
(Fd hub tacker) Above
Set finish nail

COMMENTS: Above 20” Spruce is same tree used for
Witness Corner Bearing tree. SET HAT SECTION IN A S E–W FENCE
CORNER.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: A. Duncan RS 793

DATE: 11-3-70 PHOTO#:

*—County Corner tag affixed.